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Abstract
Language is inherently flexible: people continually generalize
over observed data to produce creative linguistic expressions.
This process is constrained by a wide range of factors, whose
interaction is not fully understood. We present a novel study
of the creative use of verb constructions “in the wild”, in a
very large social media corpus. Our first experiment confirms
on this large-scale data the important interaction of category
variability and item similarity within creative extensions in ac-
tual language use. Our second experiment confirms the novel
hypothesis that low-frequency exemplars may play a role in
generalization by signaling the area of semantic space where
creative coinages occur.
Keywords: linguistic generalization; verb constructions; de-
nominalization

Introduction
Language is flexible, enabling people to creatively express
new ideas or nuances of meaning. But such creativity is not
unconstrained; for example, it seems very natural to general-
ize from phrases like wrap up and snuggle up to use burrito
up as a verb in (1), but it is less natural to use bookshelf as a
verb in (2):

1. He slept burritoed up all night.
2. She bookshelfed up the novel.

A key issue in the cognitive science of language is under-
standing which aspects of linguistic experience drive gener-
alizability and which creative extensions are more likely.

We investigate these issues with a novel study on language
use “in the wild”. Generalization happens at all levels of
language; here we focus on verb constructions – a rich do-
main that involves complex distributional factors and seman-
tic constraints on the (potentially novel) verbs that can oc-
cur in them (e.g., Goldberg, 2006). Complementing previous
work on construction generalization using artificial language
experiments (e.g., Suttle & Goldberg, 2011), small case stud-
ies (e.g., Bybee & Eddington, 2006), or more formal corpora
(e.g., Perek, 2016), here we analyze data from a very large-
scale, informal, and interactive online discussion platform.
Moreover, we focus on denominalization: the use of a noun
as a verb, as in example (1). This linguistic process is a com-
mon source of creative usages (e.g., Clark & Clark, 1979; Yu
et al., 2020), enabling us to identify hundreds of one-off ex-
amples of denominal constructions in our extracted data. To
our knowledge, this is the first large-scale analysis of creative
generalization of verb constructions in social media data.

A wide range of factors has been proposed to influence lin-
guistic generalization, including both semantic and distribu-
tional factors (lexical statistics of various kinds) (e.g., Baayen
& Lieber, 1991; Goldberg, 2006; Barðdal, 2008; Suttle &
Goldberg, 2011; Perek, 2016; Barak & Goldberg, 2017; Pier-
rehumbert & Granell, 2018). Some of these factors have to
do with how generalizable a construction is. For example,
it has been proposed that constructions that are more vari-
able (have a diverse set of exemplars) generate more novel
coinages (e.g., Barðdal, 2008; Perek, 2016) Other factors in
creative language use involve the “fit” of novel coinages with
the construction they extend. For example, burrito up’s ac-
ceptability may arise from its shared semantic properties with
existing exemplars such as wrap up and snuggle up. The key
question we are concerned with is: how does the general-
izability of a construction affect how we assess the fit of a
new, creative coinage? In answering this question, we focus
on the semantic properties of constructions: the variability
of attested exemplars (generalizability), and the similarity of
novel coinages to attested exemplars (fit).

Suttle & Goldberg (2011) showed in an artificial language
learning experiment that the less variable a construction is,
the more people are attuned to semantic similarity. We ex-
plore this here by comparing two denominal verb construc-
tions. As Fig. 1a illustrates, the Suttle & Goldberg (2011)
results suggest that people will be more stringent in extend-
ing a “low variability” construction, only permitting coinages
that are very similar to attested exemplars, but will extend a
“high variability” construction more freely, attending less to
the similarity of a novel coinage. In our first experiment, we
test this hypothesis on our constructions in the wild, finding
support for the interaction of variability and similarity in ac-
tual creative language use.

In our second experiment, we look at which exemplars
matter more in assessing fit, and whether this is affected
by the variability of a construction. Work on morphology
has shown that a high proportion of low-frequency examples
(specifically, singletons) is a signal to language users that a
construction is productive (Baayen & Lieber, 1991; Pierre-
humbert & Granell, 2018). Building on this insight, we devel-
oped two novel hypotheses on how low-frequency exemplars
impact the process of generalization – beyond simply signal-
ing that generalization has occurred. First, we propose that
for novel coinages, semantic similarity with low-frequency
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(a) Do constructions with different levels of variability
have different “fit” functions?

(b) Are high or low frequency exemplars
more important in “fit” functions?

Figure 1: Key Questions

exemplars is more important than similarity with higher-
frequency exemplars – i.e., low-frequency exemplars indicate
not only that a construction generalizes, but where in seman-
tic space the generalization is happening (see Fig. 1b). Sec-
ond, we expect that the affinity to low-frequency exemplars
will be stronger for low variability constructions: for these,
speakers may feel limited to extending only in the pockets of
semantic space where others have done so. We find support
for the more general of these hypotheses but not the second
one. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the semantic
properties of low-frequency exemplars have been suggested
to have a significant impact on generalization – a finding
that contrasts with the emphasis on high-frequency exemplars
from earlier studies on verb constructions (e.g., Bybee & Ed-
dington, 2006; Casenhiser & Goldberg, 2005).

Case Study: Denominal Verbs and VPCs
We focus our case study on denominalization, a highly pro-
ductive creative process in English and other languages (e.g.,
Clark & Clark, 1979; Yu et al., 2020). We first present two de-
nominal verb constructions that we hypothesized would have
differing levels of generalizability (measured as variability),
enabling us to compare them on the properties of interest. We
then describe how we extracted a sample of instances of these
constructions from an online discussion platform.

Denominal Verb Constructions
The denominalizations we consider are uses of a noun as the
verb in a verb-argument construction, without explicit deriva-
tional morphology marking the denominalization. Such de-
nominals have been proposed to communicate an event of
which a salient participant is expressed by the denominalized
noun (Clark & Clark, 1979). These denominalizations can
highlight various eventive participants, such as instruments
(e.g., fingernail the card to mean “mark the card using a fin-
gernail”) or locations (e.g., casket the remains to mean “put
the remains into the casket”). The first construction we con-
sider, which we refer to simply as Denominal Verbs (DVs), is
the broad range of uses of a “bare” denominal (in contrast to
the second construction described below). The semantics of

DVs can be quite varied; e.g., even within instrument-derived
DVs, novel examples in our dataset range from fingernail the
edge of an ace for later to you can whataboutism the left all
you want.

Denominal verbs also commonly occur in conjunction with
a particle, such as up or out, as in I’m all hydroed up on good
old h2o and should I go with one color or rainbow it up?.
When a noun combines with a particle in this way we refer
to this as a Denominal Verb Particle Construction (DVPC).
DVPCs are more semantically constrained than DVs, since
each particle “selects for” a verb (noun) that has appropri-
ate properties to combine with it. For example, with the par-
ticle up, DVPCs (like VPCs generally) often communicate
a sense of increasing or becoming more positive (Lindner,
1982), such that examples like I decided to friend him up
are more semantically acceptable than I decided to enemy
him up. Due to such semantic considerations, we expect that
DVPCs are less variable than DVs. We consider DVPCs with
a particular particle (up) in order to have a specific lexically-
anchored construction, in contrast to the general construction
of DVs. DVPCs with up are highly productive in our corpus.

Creating the EXEMPLAR and COINAGE Datasets

We collected examples of DVs and DVPCs from Reddit,
a social media site that contains an abundance of cre-
ative language use. Specifically, we collected comment
data from 11 subreddits: AmItheAsshole, AskReddit,
explainlikeimfive, IAmA, legaladvice, mac,
malefashionadvice, movies, tifu, relationships,
and unpopularopinion. We selected these subreddits
because we anticipated they would have high amounts of
personal narratives, which we expected to be a good source
for creative language use. We determined which words
were acting as verbs or VPCs using a rule-based method
that took syntactic parses as input. A verb usage counted as
denominal if its lemma occurred at least twice as often as a
noun than as a verb. Using this approach, we extracted a total
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of 1,100,144 DV tokens and 76,195 DVPC tokens.1

To model how a construction is generalized to create novel
coinages, we need two sets of types for each construction: a
set of examples that speakers are exposed to (which we refer
to as the EXEMPLAR set), and a set of novel coinages (which
we refer to as the COINAGE set). One approach would be to
treat all the one-off types (hapax legomena) as COINAGES,
and take types that occur two or more times as known EX-
EMPLARS. A problem with this approach is that there are
also one-off usages among the examples speakers are exposed
to, so eliminating them from the EXEMPLAR sets does not
yield data that realistically represents the full set of usages
that speakers have likely seen. To allow inclusion of one-off
examples in the EXEMPLAR sets, we partition the data into
two parts, using one part to extract the EXEMPLAR types, po-
tentially including one-offs, and the other as a pool for ex-
tracting hapax legomena, which we treat as COINAGES.

Because we can’t know for certain which examples are
novel coinages (i.e., usages where the author extends a con-
struction in a way they haven’t heard previously) and which
are simply low frequency usages, we make the necessary
simplification of treating most one-off examples as novel
COINAGES. Pierrehumbert & Granell (2018) took a similar
approach, treating sufficiently low frequency items – below
0.01 per 1 million words – as novel. We estimate that items
in our COINAGE sets are of comparably low frequency. The
COINAGE sets we create are full of examples like to buzzword
it up (‘to use a lot of buzzwords’), to warrior up (‘to act like
a warrior’), to bystander a situation (‘to act as a bystander’),
and to yoda something (‘to make something sound like Yoda
said it’), which seem novel to us.

To be able to compare DVs and DVPCs, we create EXEM-
PLAR sets of similar sizes by selecting an appropriate num-
ber of tokens from each construction that yields comparable
numbers of types after filtering (manually removing exam-
ples that are false positives, such as parsing errors). That is,
we use a random sample of 1,500 of the 1,100,144 DV to-
kens and 7,619 of the 76,195 DVPC tokens as our EXEM-
PLAR sets, which amount to 354 DV types and 301 DVPC
types after manual filtering. We then extract samples of one-
off types from the remaining tokens to form the COINAGE
sets, similarly aiming for comparable numbers of types after
filtering. Specifically, we obtain 175 DV COINAGE types and
205 DVPC COINAGE types after filtering, from the remaining
1,098,644 DV tokens and 68,576 DVPC tokens.

As semantic representations for our types, we used
word2vec pretrained on Google News articles (Mikolov et
al., 2013). Specifically, we used normalized embeddings of
the verb lemmas. There are some limitations associated with
using these embeddings. First, they are trained on news
data, rather than social media data. We used the original
word2vec embeddings trained on GoogleNews because they

1The 76,195 DVPC tokens are a subset of around 1.1 million
VPC tokens that we scraped. Because these started as separate
projects, we applied the denominal filter during extraction for DVs
and after extraction for DVPCs.

have been evaluated for their efficacy across a multitude of
tasks and experiments in both natural language processing
and psychology (e.g., Schnabel et al., 2015; Hollis & West-
bury, 2016). Future work should validate the analyses pre-
sented here using embeddings trained on social media data.
Pretrained static embeddings also do not capture regularities
in how denominalization affects meaning. In future work, we
hope to use vector representations that take denominalization
into account (e.g., Yu et al., 2020). Lastly, vector space mod-
els are not entirely representative of judgments of similarity
(Nematzadeh et al., 2017; Tversky, 1977), so it is important
to replicate our findings with other operationalizations of se-
mantic similarity.

Table 1 shows the number of types, number of types having
a word2vec representation, and an example from each dataset.

Differing levels of variability
We selected our two constructions, DVs and DVPCs, on the
intuition that the former is more inherently generalizable than
the latter, so that we could investigate how factors of fit might
interact with generalizability. Variability is a measure of gen-
eralizability that refers to the spread of exemplars of a con-
struction in semantic space. We follow Suttle & Goldberg
(2011) in assuming that the sub-clustering of exemplars of a
construction is crucial to capturing this property, but we differ
in using word embeddings and clustering methods to compute
variability in semantic space.2

Because variability is a measure over existing instances of
a construction, we perform this analysis using the EXEM-
PLAR datasets for DVs and DVPCs. The goal is to assess
how tightly clustered the EXEMPLARS are for each construc-
tion. Since the correct number of clusters for each dataset is
unknown, we use a k-means clustering algorithm, trying all
values of k = [1..20]. To compute the variability of a partic-
ular clustering, we do the following: We take the prototype
(centroid) vector of each of the k clusters and calculate the
average (cosine) similarity between each exemplar and the
prototype of its cluster. This average similarity indicates how
closely exemplars are clustered together, and thus expresses
the inverse of semantic variability for that clustering. We used
bootstrapping (1000 samples with replacement for each con-
struction) to enable us to construct confidence intervals over
these values. The results for each value of k, for each con-
struction, are shown in Fig. 2.3

We find that DVs have higher variability (lower intra-
cluster similarity) than DVPCs for all values of k considered,
supporting our hypothesis that DVs are an inherently more
generalizable construction than DVPCs.4 To give an intuition

2We also go beyond a qualitative assessment of semantic spread
of constructions using word embeddings, as in Perek (2016).

3These results are not specific to the k-means clustering algo-
rithm: We find the same pattern of results with hierarchical cluster-
ing.

4Note that the significant difference in variability between the
constructions is not driven purely by one-off exemplar types. (By
one-off exemplar types, we refer to items in the EXEMPLAR sets
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Table 1: Number of types, number found in word2vec, and an example, for each dataset.

Construction Dataset # types # in w2v Example

DV EXEMPLAR 354 354 But serious question, I’m not trolling or joking. I’m honestly asking.
DV COINAGE 175 164 You can whataboutism the left all you want.
DVPC EXEMPLAR 301 301 It is found in all sorts of consumer products that foam up.
DVPC COINAGE 205 201 I’m gonna have to karen it up later today ... I gotta self quarantine.

Figure 2: Variability analysis by construction. Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals.

for this pattern, Fig. 1a shows a selection of items from a low
variability DVPC cluster (containing gear up, sweater up and
other examples related to clothing) and a high variability DV
cluster (containing items that range from vacuum to milk).

Variability and similarity
In this section, we test whether the level of a construction’s
generalizability affects how people assess the fit of a coinage.
Most existing work has looked at these factors – of level of
generalizability and semantic fit – independently: more vari-
able constructions are likely to be extended more readily (e.g.,
Perek, 2016), while acceptability of a coinage is modulated
by its similarity to existing instances (e.g., Bybee & Edding-
ton, 2006; Perek, 2016).5 Suttle & Goldberg (2011) go fur-
ther to provide insight into the interaction of these factors: in
a comprehension experiment on an artificial language, they
found that the similarity of a coinage to existing exemplars is
most relevant to acceptability judgments when the construc-
tion has low variability.

Here, we similarly investigate the interaction of variability
and similarity, but ask instead if this effect holds if we look at
the production of novel coinages of actual constructions, as

that are sufficiently low frequency that they would have been consid-
ered COINAGES had they been assigned to the COINAGE partition).
Excluding such low frequency examples from the EXEMPLAR sets
gives the same pattern of results.

5Though see Barðdal (2008) for a discussion of the relationship
between variability and similarity, among other factors in general-
ization.
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Figure 3: Kernel density estimates for MAXSIM for the
DVPC and DV constructions.

found “in the wild”. Our two constructions form an ideal test
case for this question: with DVs found to be more variable
than DVPCs, we hypothesize that DV COINAGES are on av-
erage less similar to DV EXEMPLARS than DVPC COINAGES
are to DVPC EXEMPLARS. That is, we expect similarity to
attested exemplars to be of less importance in the generaliza-
tion of DVs than of DVPCs. We present two complementary
ways of studying this generalizability and fit interaction.

Variability and Maximally Similar Exemplars

Our first analysis explores whether variability influences the
level of (cosine) similarity found between a coinage and the
exemplar that it is maximally similar to (denoted MAXSIM,
cf. Suttle & Goldberg, 2011). MAXSIM provides insight into
the degree of semantic deviation of a construction’s coinages:
the lower the similarity of a coinage to the most similar ex-
emplar, the more that coinage deviates from what a speaker
has already seen. When comparing the aggregated MAXSIM
scores across our two constructions, we predict the more vari-
able construction (the DVs) to have lower scores than the less
variable construction (the DVPCs).

To give an intuition for this pattern, we show a selection of
exemplars alongside a novel coinage from each construction
in Fig. 1a. The novel DVPC coinage flannel up is very similar
to its nearest DVPC exemplar sweater up as well as with other
nearby exemplars, all related to clothing (gear up, sweater up,
mask up, etc). In contrast, the novel DV coinage fingernail is
not as strongly related to its nearest DV exemplar spoon, and
even less so to other nearby items (which range from vacuum
to milk).

Fig. 3 shows that the more variable construction (DVs;
N = 164) indeed has significantly lower MAXSIM scores
than the less variable construction (DVPCs; N = 201)
(Mann-Whitney U = 3.72, p < 0.005 1-tailed). This result
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holds when we consider the average similarity not to just 1,
but to the k = [2..5] most similar exemplars as well. These
results support the hypothesis that greater generalizability
(as indicated by our measure of variability) allows for novel
coinages to be less similar to the set of attested exemplars.

Variability and Coinage Fit
MAXSIM provides insight into the relation between variabil-
ity and semantic similarity (as measures of generalizability
and fit, respectively), but it abstracts away from the mecha-
nisms of category extension assumed to underlie creative uses
of a construction. Here, we approach the generalizability-
fit interaction through models of semantic category extension
(e.g. Ramiro et al., 2018), which assess the goodness of fit of
an item to an existing category.

Specifically, we treat the novel COINAGES for each con-
struction as extensions of a semantic category, and use a cat-
egory extension model, trained on the EXEMPLARS, to es-
timate how likely the novel COINAGES are as extensions of
the construction. We then assess the fit of each coinage as an
extension of the construction (COINFIT for short) by ranking
the coinage’s likelihood score to the likelihood scores of a set
of hypothetical coinages: a set of 7085 nouns from our cor-
pus that have not been attested in either construction in our
sample. The higher the rank of the coinage, the worse the fit
of the coinage to the model (relative to the fit of hypotheti-
cal coinages to the model). We take higher COINFIT scores
to reflect a greater permissiveness of the construction to al-
low more dissimilar novel coinages. Following our hypothe-
sis that more variable constructions allow for more dissimilar
coinages, we predict DVs to have higher COINFIT scores than
DVPCs.

Different category extension models determine the likeli-
hood of a novel coinage in different ways. To generalize over
these different approaches, we employ the same set of mod-
els used in (Ramiro et al., 2018): a prototype model, an ex-
emplar model, and k nearest-neighbor chaining models for
k = 1 . . .5, which are inspired by theoretical frameworks of
categorization (e.g. Rosch, 1975; Lakoff, 1987). Results for
both constructions given all models are shown in Fig. 4. Here,
we see that the DVs, the more variable construction, have
significantly higher COINFIT scores than the DVPCs (164
DVs, 201 DVPCs; Mann-Whitney U tests for each model: all
p < .001). This means that, in line with our hypothesis, novel
COINAGES of the DVs on average have a lower fit with the
attested EXEMPLARS than the DVPCs (as estimated through
all the models).

As Fig. 4 shows, many hypothetical extensions are at least
as likely as the COINAGES. This is to be expected, as the
COINAGES are best thought of as only a small sample of
all likely extensions of a construction. However, a relevant
difference between the two constructions is that the average
COINFIT of the DVs does not differ from a random rank-
ing of the DV COINAGES, where we expect a coinage to
rank on average halfway down the list (the dotted line in
Fig. 4). Whereas DVPCs fall significantly below this line,

Figure 4: Average COINFIT values for both constructions.
Lower values indicate that similarity is a better predictor of
whether an item is a coinage. Error bars are bootstrapped
95% confidence intervals.

DV COINAGES are ranked at chance. This further supports
our claim that the lower variability of DVPCs highly restricts
the possibilities of category extension, compared to the fairly
weak restrictions found for DVs.

Discussion
Taken together, our analyses provide novel evidence, on a
dataset of actual language usage, for the interaction between
variability and similarity found in artificial language exper-
iments by Suttle & Goldberg (2011). Our first approach
(MAXSIM), inspired by the findings of Suttle & Goldberg
(2011), measures how similar novel coinages are to the exem-
plar most similar to them. In line with our hypothesis, we find
that the COINAGES from the (more variable) DV construction
are less similar to the EXEMPLARS closest to them, than the
DVPC COINAGES are to their most-similar EXEMPLARS.

In our second approach, we study the interaction in a new
way, through the lens of category extension models. Here
we estimate how likely such models are to extend a construc-
tion to each example in our COINAGE datasets, compared to
nouns not attested as denominals in our corpus. Using this
COINFIT measure, we observe that DVPC COINAGES have
significantly lower rank than DV COINAGES, whose ranks do
not differ from random. These results again show that the less
variable construction more strongly prioritizes coinages that
are similar to its exemplars.

These findings provide further evidence for the variability-
similarity interaction from two angles: both an isolated mea-
sure of similarity and a more integrated model of category
extension show that the more variable construction is more
permissive of novel coinages that have a comparably low se-
mantic similarity. Importantly, our evidence for this inter-
action is found for a pair of actual constructions (vs. artifi-
cial ones; e.g., Suttle & Goldberg, 2011), is based on infor-
mal language data (vs. data from more formal registers e.g.,
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Perek, 2016), and considers production data (vs. comprehen-
sion/acceptability data; e.g., Bybee & Eddington, 2006). Our
results thus lend important convergent evidence to the previ-
ous studies that we build on.

Frequency and similarity
It has been argued that high-frequency exemplars “serve as
the basis for the production of novel expressions” (Bybee &
Eddington, 2006), and that such exemplars have a privileged
role in the acquisition of grammatical constructions (Casen-
hiser & Goldberg, 2005). On the other hand, the ratio of
hapaxes has been proposed to indicate a construction’s pro-
ductivity, because one-off examples signal to people that a
construction can be extended (e.g., Baayen & Lieber, 1991;
Pierrehumbert & Granell, 2018; Perek, 2018). Here, we pro-
pose that one-off examples also signal how a construction can
be extended: namely, such examples indicate the areas in se-
mantic space that are open for extension.

Based on this insight, we present the novel hypothesis that
it is the low frequency exemplars that are attended to and that
form the basis for the generalization of a construction to novel
coinages. Formally, we expect the nearest neighbors of the
COINAGES – the EXEMPLARS most similar to them, which
we’ll refer to collectively as the “nearest neighbor EXEM-
PLARS” – to sit on the low end of the frequency distributions
over all EXEMPLARS. To be precise, we expect the frequency
of the nearest neighbor EXEMPLARS to be lower than the fre-
quency of the average EXEMPLAR. Fig. 1b illustrates this
idea: the coinage flannel up is closer to the low frequency
example sweater up than to higher frequency items like gear
up. We further expect this effect to be more pronounced for
DVPCs, the less generalizable construction: if a construction
is not very generalizable, and similarity to existing exemplars
is very important, speakers may feel more comfortable ex-
tending it in creative ways in the area of semantic space where
they have clear evidence that other speakers have done so.

For each construction, we evaluated the influence of its
low frequency members by computing the average (log-
transformed) relative frequency6 of the nearest neighbor EX-
EMPLARS, and comparing it, using a bootstrap test (Efron &
Tibshirani, 1994), to the frequency of the larger population of
EXEMPLARS. The bootstrap test involved drawing 10K sam-
ples (with replacement, from the full set of EXEMPLARS) of
the same size as our set of nearest neighbor EXEMPLARS, and
measuring if the average frequency of the nearest neighbors
was lower than the lower end of a 95% confidence interval.
(Having a directed hypothesis, we ran a one-tailed test.)

Fig. 5 shows that the mean frequency of the nearest neigh-
bor EXEMPLARS is substantially lower than that of the aver-
age equal-sized sample drawn from the broader set of EXEM-
PLARS, and below the 95% CI. This supports our hypothesis
that it is the lower-frequency exemplars that have a privileged

6We computed relative frequency for each type by dividing that
type’s frequency by the number of tokens in the EXEMPLAR sample
for the associated construction.

Figure 5: Distribution of bootstrapped mean frequencies of
EXEMPLAR samples (density curves) and the mean frequency
of those EXEMPLARS that are the nearest neighbor of an item
in the COINAGE set (vertical solid green line).

role in the generalization of grammatical constructions.

Discussion
Our results are compatible with accounts of productivity that
emphasize the role of one-off examples in generalization,
but go beyond those accounts by suggesting that the seman-
tic properties of low-frequency exemplars are in fact used in
the process of generalizing a construction to a novel coinage.
This result contrasts with previous work that emphasized the
role of high frequency exemplars in generalization (Bybee &
Eddington, 2006), and more research will be needed to under-
stand the complex relationship between exemplar frequency
and generalization.

Interestingly, we find similar results for both constructions.
While variability may influence how similar a novel coinage
needs to be to existing exemplars, variability does not seem
to modulate which exemplars play a central role in general-
ization. Regardless of construction variability, speakers seem
to prefer to generalize constructions by creating coinages that
share semantic properties with low frequency examplars, per-
haps because those are creative usages themselves.

Conclusions
Creative extensions of a construction are not unconstrained
– some extensions are a better “fit” for a construction than
others. We explored how this assessment of “fit” may be af-
fected by a construction’s inherent generalizability. For our
exploration, we used data from an informal online discussion
platform, where we find an abundance of creative language
use. We see this as a key contribution of our work: to our
knowledge, generalization of creative constructions has yet
to be explored using such informal corpora. Using this data,
we showed that a construction that is normally used to ex-
press a semantically limited set of meanings (less generaliz-
able) will be extended in ways that are similarly limited. Con-
versely, a construction that has been used to express seman-
tically diverse meanings will generate semantically diverse
coinages. Regardless of a construction’s inherent generaliz-
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ability, however, we found novel creative expressions emerge
near other low-frequency expressions in semantic space, sug-
gesting that creative (low-frequency) expressions inspire sim-
ilarly creative expressions. This exploratory work is a first
step towards understanding the processes underlying creative
language use in the wild. Further research is needed to under-
stand the complex interplay of factors that influence creative
generalization.
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